CASH FLOW
• ONE SIMPLE HACK TO RUN A HEALTHY BOX •
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RIGHT FOCUS =
RIGHT RESULTS
If you're shooting for the wrong
metric thinking that will solve your
problems then you are mistaken
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Uncover the fault you've been
operating under for years thinking
that this mindset was how to make it
in business.

GETTING DIRECTION &
OVERCOMING THE
FEAR
Having healthy cash flow isn't going
to be that difficult if you create the
habit.

WHY DO YOU NEED TO
PRIORITIZE CASH
FLOW?
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Cash is the lifeblood of your business.
It is absolutely essential if you want
to have your business around in the
future.

MEET FRANKENSTEIN
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THE PROFIT HACK
Just this one tip alone will start you
on your journey of taking home a lot
more money and achieving more
growth in your box!
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WHY BEING CREATIVE
IS PART OF THE PUZZLE
Time to get creative and start
transforming your mindset. PLUS
more on how to 2x even 3x your
PROFIT this year!

MANAGING
YOUR CASH
FLOW?
You might be asking “How am I supposed to
do that?” “This already feels overwhelming.”
And maybe you’re not fully sure what I
mean by cash flow.
The good news is, running a healthy gym
and making your cash flow a priority isn’t
that difficult.
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By the time you’re done reading this, I can
guarantee you will have the direction,
confidence, and capabilities to start
managing your cash 10x better than before.

I should also mention that having cash
flow is the lifeblood of your business.
Without it, your business is dead or
eventually will be.
You don’t want that and I don’t want
to see that happen to any Affiliate
owners because what you offer to the
community is so impactful and
positive.
With proper cash flow management
techniques and rhythm, you’ll be able
to achieve more growth, live with a lot
less stress, and take home more
bacon!
This simple hack I’m sharing with you
right now will start you on that path.
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TRANSFORM ANY
BUSINESS FROM A
CASH-EATING
MONSTER TO A
MONEY-MAKING
MACHINE

HEALTH
THEN
WEALTH
I had to learn the hard way about an
unhealthy business.
A few years ago my cash flow had
absolutely no rhythm and before I knew
it I was up to my eyeballs in debt!
Maybe you are experiencing something
similar right now.
I’m not going to get deeper into how I
turned things around and how my
business health started performing like
an Olympian other than to say this hack
right here is what all turned things
around for me.
This was the pivotal moment that
changed it all.

And I can tell you, you are not far off from
making this overflowing of profit and
business health a reality in your gym.
The Affiliate owners who have adopted this
system are reaping the rewards and are
completely confident in their business future.

Right Focus =
Right Results
I know when we talk to a business
owner we instinctively want to learn
the size of their business. How much
money did they bring in? That’s
because we are creatures of
comparison and we are programmed to
gage ourselves from others success or
status.
The problem with this thinking is
skewed.
I’ll tell you why with this example.
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WHICH BUSINESS IS
HEALTHIER?
If a gym brings in $1M in annual
revenue but net income is $100K
If a gym brings in $250K in annual
revenue but net income is $100K
The latter is the healthier box with a
better cash flow.
So your goal of making more money is
great, but make sure it’s coupled with
staying healthy and lean with your
costs.

Cash Flow
Operations
If you’re like most Affiliate owners you
see money come in your box, you pay
your bills and that is the way you
operate.
The truth is, this method is an
unhealthy way to manage your cash.
Don’t feel bad though because you’ve
been taught to do this since you were
in school. Does this formula look
familiar?
Sales - Expenses = Profit
You should start to refer to this formula
as Frankenstein because it is a monster.
This is creating the mindset that as
business owners we operate in a way
that we get the scraps left over.
Profit is the afterthought, the end
result.
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YOUR PROFIT
HACK
How about we reverse the formula and
take a predetermined amount of profit?

---------------------------Sales - Profit = Expenses
---------------------------Take a predetermined amount of profit
and set it aside! This is the starting point
for your business health to start
performing like Michael Phelps
swimming the 100m butterfly.
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If you will begin to change your mindset and
pay your profits first, the health of your
business will begin to increase dramatically.
You now get to pay yourself first and then use
what is left over to pay your expenses. Again
there are other posts that go deeper into this
but as you are starting out with your cash
management, ingrain this concept and start
paying yourself what you’re worth and start
cutting some of your expenses that you really
don’t need.
I’ll tell you what I like about toothpaste.
When you get a new tube, you don’t
waste any brain power thinking about
how much toothpaste you’re going to
put on the brush, but when you get
down to the end you get really creative
on how you’re going to get the
toothpaste out while paying attention
to how much you actually need to get
your teeth clean.
Look we behave no differently with our
money.
We are much more creative and
effective when our resources are
limited. Even if it’s a perceived
limitation.

INCREASE YOUR
PROFIT 100-300%
If you’d like to dive deeper into
learning how to take home more
PROFIT and pay yourself more
Click here to download the 10x
Your Profit Guide:
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